A Level English Language
Mrs. Brown
Theme: Meanings and Representations
Introducing… Lexis and Graphology

What is Lexis?
Simply: words. Word class, links between word choices and the
associated meanings (semantics) and tenor (course or progress of the
thought)

What is graphology?
• It is what you seen in a text that is not words. So it is font choice,
colours, images, layout etc.

To be presidential- what
does this mean?
What would you expect their:
Tweets to be focused on/concerned with?
What would the images look like?
What language choices would they make (consider here tenor (tone) of the
language)?
Would the lexical (word) choices be confined to a specific field? What field
would you expect this to be?

How are values and attitudes conveyed?
What features are used to achieve this?
Consider graphological choices.
What is the tenor of this profile?

How does the language (e.g. lexical
field of
meaning/tenor/graphology) in the
tweets to followers support this?
What is the focus of the tweets?

How are values and attitudes conveyed?
What features are used to achieve this?
Consider graphological choices.
What is the tenor of this profile?

How does the language (e.g. lexical
field of
meaning/tenor/graphology) in the
tweets to followers support this?
What is the focus of the tweets?

Introducing PAFFIC

Return to your reflections on the
presidential Twitter language choices.
Develop your critical analysis of the
lexical and graphological choices.

As we explore a text we need to be aware that it does not operate in isolation from the world. In fact, it is a product of it. So we need to reflect, as we analyse
critically and sensitively, on texts in the light of this. PAFFIC is an acronym that could be used to guide your thinking.

P- purpose- of the writer, the publisher, the programme, the editor, the reader/audience in creating or engaging with
the text.
A- audience- who is the primary, intended audience? Are there other audiences beyond this? How does the creation of
the text reflect this? What clues are there to the implied audience? How can we narrow it down? Who could/can
receive the text? Is this reflected in the text?
F- form- is this a digital text? Is it a written text? Is it a spoken text? What impact does this have on language choices?
How does the text type this alter the form and method of communication? How does this enable the purpose of the
writer to be achieved? How does it enable reaching the intended/implied audience? F- formality- what is the tenor? The register? How is this linked to audience and purpose? Why is it? How ‘serious’ is the
text? How does this support the intended purpose and audience? How does the form affect this?
I- impressions- what impression does the writer want to create of themselves? How do they achieve this? Are there
other, perhaps unintentional impressions created? How? Why? Who is creating/writing this text? When did they do
this (e.g. is it instantaneous/changing or changeable all the time/fixed in time)? How much knowledge do they have of
the text/purpose/subject? How is this shown in the way in which the implied/intended audience is addressed/focused
on? Where is the audience positioned by the writer? Why have they done that?
C- context- what is the text produced for? Who is it received by? Who is the implied audience? Who is the audience
actually? How does the form affect the way meaning is created? How does the gender/occupation/age/class of the
writer (if we know or can establish this) affect the meanings conveyed and the representation?

Respond, using your notes write a response (could be an essay but could be in another form) considering:
How do Barack Obama and Donald Trump use language similarly and differently in their Twitter profiles and
tweets to followers?
Consider how PAFFIC might explain some of the language choices.

Barack Obama

Representation of self:
What ‘message’ is he giving his
followers about himself?
How is this conveyed? What
language features are used?
Meaning conveyed: ‘is it
presidential’?
Why/why not?

Donald Trump

Representation of self:
What ‘message’ is he giving his
followers about himself?
How is this conveyed? What
language features are used?
Meaning conveyed: ‘is it
presidential’?
Why/why not?

